BROKER SPOTLIGHT

Close ~ Converse Properties
Close ~ Converse Properties is uniquely suited to help recreational property buyers in northern Minnesota,
reflected by the fact that broker Rod Osterloh has received the prestigious Accredited Land Consultant
(ALC) designation from the Realtors Land Institute.
The brokerage has been helping land buyers for more than 30 years, and to Osterloh, the ALC designation
reflects how Close ~ Converse’s land division has kept up with the times and the evolving needs of buyers.
“It’s important to keep up with technology and make sure you are using
it to make the buying experience efficient,” said Rod, who works with
his wife Jody and assistant Tanya Digiovanni in the brokerage’s land
division. “But it’s also important to have experience and knowledge. In
that regard, being involved in the Realtors Land Institute is important
for us, because it helps us share information with many of the nation’s
top recreational real estate brokers.”
Close ~ Converse specializes in the northern Minnesota area, focusing
on areas near towns including Bemidji, Grand Rapids, Park Rapids,
Wadena, Brainerd, Baxter, Walker and Aitkin. The brokerage sells tracts
anywhere from 10 to 10,000 acres, but many northern Minnesota
recreational buyers want to buy very affordable 40 to 80 acre tracts.
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So many factors go into a recreational land purchase, from considering
the value of the timber on a property to determining how the property rates as a hunting and recreational
spot. To Rod, nothing is a substitute for experience in finding the answers.
“The value in a property may be the quality of deer, or the quality may be in how the land is good for
growing trees,” he said. “We have done hundreds of land transactions at Close ~
Converse over the
years, and in doing that, we have become experts in knowing how to determine values of recreational
property.”
Close ~ Converse has been doing business with Potlatch since 2005, and Potlatch’s timber properties are a
good fit for many of the brokerage’s buyers.
“We are finding that more people want to consider both the value of the land and of the timber on it,” Rod
said. “Potlatch properties provide that, along with tremendous recreational opportunities.”

For more information about Close~Converse or its Potlatch land listings
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